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The best strategY is often
Retreat

For over 150 years,the Brattleboro Retreat has offered employee assistance
professionals unique treatment options for individuals with psychiatric and
addictive diseases.
Just as no two people are exactly alike, no two cases are either. That's why the
Brattleboro Retreat offers a unique treatment continuum that utilizes a full range
of services, each of which can be tailored to the specific needs of an individual.
Our continuum of care includes inpatient hospitalization for psychiatric and
addictive disorders, residential, partial hospitalization, intensive outpatient,
intervention and traditional outpatient treatment.
We also have multiple treatment locations throughout New England so that
the employees you assist can be conveniently cared for.

Call us at 1-800-345.5550
To learn more about our program options and how they can help the employees
you serve, call us today.

O

Brattleboro
12etreat
A nonprofit hospital and treatment center •Affiliate of Dartmouth Medical School
75 Linden Street, P.O. Box 803, Brattleboro, Vermont 05302
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An EA
Information System
ther corporate departments do it. EA professionals do it on some level anyway.
Why not pool our data and strengthen our case for the efficacy ofEA programs?
I'm talking about a broad database for employee assistance professionals.
Confidentiality is key, but consider the possibilities: access to information on thousands
and thousands of cases—demographics, statistics, data on referral, effectiveness, costs,
outcome and others. When the chief financial officer asks,"What have you done to
earn your salt this year?" we cannot only give him our data, but we can compare our
numbers to several others throughout our industry or our geographical area.
I called Emily Twanno from Medstat the other day. Medstat compiles statistics on
medical claims for 85 corporate clients including General Motors, Ford Motor, General
Electric, McDonnell-Douglas and others. Twanno favors a database as well. It was
Medstat, in conjunction with Richard Frank, PhD, and David Salkeuer, PhD,of Johns
Hopkins, who studied substance abuse and mental health costs for inpatient and
outpatient stays from 1986 to 1988 and again from 1988 to 1989. They compared those
stays with the cost per employee for all other diagnoses. The hypothesis was that
substance abuse and mental health inpatient and outpatient costs were skyrocketing far
above those of other medical diagnoses the figures follow: from 1986 to 1989, cost per
enrollee for all medical diagnoses rose 13 percent. Mental health costs rose 20 percent
and substance abuse costs rose 32 percent. This includes inpatient and outpatient care.
In 1988 and 1989 costs per enrollee for all medical diagnoses rose 15 percent. Mental
health costs rose 6.6 percent and substance abuse costs rose 4.6 percent for inpatient
and outpatient care. Further broken down,for inpatient care costs only in 1988-89: all
diagnostic costs rose 5.5 percent, mental health rose 4.1 percent and substance abuse
rose 2.6 percent. Draw your own conclusions.
Terry Cowan takes another look at information systems this month.
We are pleased to have an article on humor by Father Joseph Martin this month. For
those of us who learned about alcoholism from his "Chalk Talks" we know of his sense
of humor and its importance in doing our jobs. As C. W. Matcalf often says: "Humor
prevents psychosclerosis—hardening of the attitude."
EA just returned from the EASNA conference in Ottawa, Ontario, in July. The
EASNA Institute offers attendees a seminar format that is lengthier than most. That
way the information is covered in some depth. Two-thirds of the 200 or so attendees
were from Canada. Editorial advisory board member Wayne Cornell headed the
program committee. EA also traveled to Toronto for the North American Congress.
Around 400 were registered as of July 27th with around 50 percent Canadian attendees.
This issue of EA will go with us to the EAPA conference in Atlanta this year, Oct.
30-Nov. 3. This is the largest EA conference and EA magazine will unveil its 1993
editorial calendar after our editorial advisory board breakfast. You will see some
changes in editorial in 1993 to keep EA subscribers up to date on the latest in the fields
of employee assistance, human resources, personnel, benefits and labor relations.
Please stop by to say hello at the shows we attend and let us know what Erreployee
Assistance needs to be doing to stay on top of things. IYs the dialogue that keeps EA the
forum magazine in the field.
I , j~
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By Paul M. Roman, PhD

This

summer marked the 20th anniversary of "Pinehurst," the threeweek training session for the
publicly funded Occupational Program
Consultants (OPCs), held in 1972 at the
famous North Carolina golfing resort.
I have dredged up some of my own
memories of Pinehurst. I guess because I
was so poor at the time, the beauty of the
place and the quality of the food and
lodging stand out most vividly. But I also
vividly recall many of the participants and
training staff—pioneers among whom
many are still active in the field today.
In the years after Pinehurst, one of my
research projects involved repeated followups of the OPCs, both the individuals and
the positions that they originally occupied.
So I was well acquainted with the OPCs.
THE VALUE OF HISTORY. There probably would be little argument that the
Pinehurst training launched the EA field as
we know it today.
Given the rapid growth of the EA field,
it is not surprising that an increasing
proportion of EA workers have little
knowledge of the history of the field. This
history is not an end in itself, but often can
explain the origins and logic of certain
principles or practices in EA work.
WHO WERE THE OPCs? In a nutshell,
the story begins with the founding of the
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism (NIAAA) on the last day of
1970. As a brand new organization with an
enthusiastic constituency and mandate to
mainstream alcoholism treatment into the
American healthcare system, NIAAA
needed to be innovative if its momentum
was to be sustained.
For a series of complex reasons, the
6

workplace was chosen as a major site for
identifying alcoholics, offering them treatment and returning them to productivity as
recovered (now recovering) alcoholics. The
model for accomplishing this was the
industrial alcoholism program that was in
several ways the conceptual "property" of
the National Council on Alcoholism.
The central issue became what is in many
ways still the central issue of the EA field
today: how can employers be convinced to
adopt and implement programs?
The OPC model adopted by NIAAA
involved the provision of federal grants to
each state's designated alcoholism agency
to support two OPCs, one of whom would
be designated to promote programming in
the private sector and the other in the
public sector. The OPCs' essential tasks
were to motivate employers in the two
sectors to adopt and implement programs.
It is critical to note that the OPCs were
not selling services. Further, the OPCs were
to promote adoption and launch programs,
but not provide any direct services within
the programs that they started.
CONTINUITY. At least four themes can
be identified that mark continuity between
the OPCs and the EA workers of today.
First, by the seemingly haphazard selection process that the states undertook to
hire OPCs, the diversity of credentials and
backgrounds that still characterizes the
field was first introduced.
Prior to Pinehurst, the majority of the
people dealing with occupational alcoholism were AA members, as was the case
in most other sectors of the alcoholism
community. While these data can be only
impressionistic, after Pinehurst the dominance of the specialty by recovering individuals was over.

This is certainly not to say that their
influence ended, but the makeup of the
"Thundering 100" demonstrated that personal recovery was not necessarily a central
credential for engaging in this work. But
this did not pose recovering alcoholics
against non-alcoholics in competition for
jobs in the field. Indeed, we later found in
our own research that after getting into EA
roles, recovering people were more likely
than others with similar backgrounds to
seek additional formal education that
applied specifically to EA work.
Second, there is no doubt that the
experience of the OPCs produced the EA
concept as a substitute for the notion that
employers would adopt policies and 'programs focused on employees with alcohol
problems,
Third, the role of OPCs as independent
consultants without vested interests associated with program implementation seemed
to have been lost with the demise of OPC
roles. In the late 1970s, this role slowly but
surely was supplanted by the sales
approach by whoever was assigned marketing roles by external provider EA service
organizations.
But over the last decade a somewhat
modified version appears to have been
resuscitated. A growing number of organizations seeks advice from external neutrals
on the type of EA structure to put in place
and the integration of this structure with
related activities, i.e. managed care. Use of
such advice in revamping existing EA
programs also seems to be increasingly
common. This consultation role resembles
in many ways the activities of OPCs.
I view the fourth theme of continuity
with considerable ambivalence. OP~s were
socialized very early into counting as a
primary means of evaluating success. At
EMPLOYEEASSISTANCE

one point a completely disproportionate
value was attached to the numbers of
programs that individual OPCs had set up.
This heritage is alive today, with many in
the EA field obsessed with one or another
bean count (including my own!) that estimates the proportion of the American
workforce that is covered by EA programs.
Worse is the established practice of assessingprograms on the basis of either numbers
of intakes or some dollar figure about
savings.
DISCONTINUITY. It is important to also
consider some of the ideas and practices in
OPC work that were later abandoned.
Three such themes are prominent to me.
First, OPCs were distinctively public and
the EA field is distinctively private. What
was once given away is now sold as a matter
of course. It was assumed by some that
something that was free could not be worth
very much.
OPCs were state employees. It was
believed that some employers resisted
dealings with public employees, people

whom they had only seen previously in
regulatory or enforcement roles. Further,
as state employees, OPCs were bound by
both the regulations and the organizational
cultures of that type of employment.
A second discontinuity is the loss of a
center. NIAAA funds supported all of the
OPCs through 1975. For most,1975 marked
the end of federal funding, picked up in
many cases with other public monies. But
through its support of ALMACA and
numerous demonstration projects, NIAAA
was very much the center of EA activity for
much of the 1970s.
For better or worse, this allowed for both
commonality and uniformity. NIAAA
monitored the efforts that it supported.
Further, most of those who hoped for such
support for themselves paid heed to the
priorities and principles advocated by
NIAAA. It must be noted that this influencepersisted even though much of the EA
field and most of all, NIAAA, supported
the broad EA model rather than alcohol
only as the way to go for effective program
design.

NIAAA ultimately lost its program
funding authority with the dawn of the
Reagan-Bush years and ALMACA
declared its independence from NIAAA's
influence.
A third theme of discontinuity centers on
how intensely the OPCs stuck together.
There was a real sense of a shared fate, but
at the same time a real sense of giving and
sharing at the personal level rather than
aggrandizement and empire-building. Comparing the solidarity ,with the state of the
EA field today shows that solidarity has not
only diminished, but that it is practically
gone.
However, I will be my own critic on this
score. The OPCs were a tiny band compared to the population of EA workers
today. Any organization experiences
this loss of interpersonal warmth and
solidarity with growth, especially the very
rapid growth that the EA field has experienced.
Romnn is a research professor of sociology and director of
the Centerfor Research on Deviance and Behnviarnl Health
at the University of Georgia.
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ALCOHOL
BREATH
ANALYZER
Life is a puzzle. With drugs or alcohol in your life, the puzzle
pieces changeform and no longerfit. Your loved ones are
confused andfrustrated,situations seem hopeless. The torture
comes by trying to solve the puzzle alone.
At Williamsburg Recovery Center wefind solutions. We start
by examining all the pieces ofyour life. In a confidential
serene setting, answers become clear and the puzzle pieces
begin tofit again. Stop trying to do it alone —Ifyou or a
loved one can't solve the problem, call Williamsburg Recovery
Center at 1 (800)968-4673.

Williamsburg Recovery Center...

The Preferred Method
of Alcohol Screening
WORLOW/DE!
USED BY: Law Enforcement
and Government Agencies,
Military, General Industry,
Hospitals, Insurance Carriers,
Detox Centers, Personal Use

OPERATES WITH STANDARD STRAW
or REMOVABLE MOUTHPIECE
Accurate, Easy-to-use with
Simple LCD instructions.
Power Source: 9V Rechargeable Battery,
11 O/220V and Car Lighter Adapters Available

in solute ns!

Communidyne, lac. provides a Complete Alcohol Testing
Product Line from Disposables to Evidential.

Call or Write Today for Complete Information:
7224 Su

1 Road •Traverse it MI 49664

Communid yne, ~IIC.

Phone:(7081498-2444
FAX:(7081498-6369

636 Anthony Tr. •Northbrook, IL 60062
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September 28-29

October 15-18

Design for Productivity Quality EAPs,
Oklahoma City. Contact Charla Rasmussen-Scarbrough. Call (405) 840-2722.

American Association for Marriage and
Family Therapy 50th Anniversary Conference, Miami Beach, Fla. Contact AAMF"I;
1100 17th St. NW, 10th Floor, Washington,
DC 20036. Call (202) 452-0109.

October 2
Workplace In The '90s, Kansas City, Mo.
Contact Pat Baker, EAP, P.O. Box 413641,
Kansas City, Mo.64141. Call(816)333-0191.

October 8-10
Review Course in Addiction Medicine,
Chicago. Contact American Society of
Addiction Medicine, 5225 Wisconsin Ave.
NW, Ste. 409, Washington, DC 20015. Call
(202) 244-8948.

October 22-24
Review Course in Addiction Medicine,
Atlanta. Contact American Society of
Addiction Medicine, 5225 Wisconsin Ave.
NW, Ste. 409, Washington, DC 20015. Call
(202) 244-8948.

October 30-November 3
21st EAPA National Conference, Atlanta.
Contact EAPA, 4601 N. Fairfax Dr., Ste.
1001, Arlington, Va. 22203. Call (703)
522-6272.

October 12-16
International Employee Benefits Conference, Brookfield, Wis. Contact the Registrations Department of the International
Foundation of Employee Benefits Plans,
P.O. Box 69, Brookfield, Wis. 53008-0069.
Call (414) 786-6700.

October 15-17
Southwest NAADAC Regional Conference, Tucson, Ariz. Contact Roxanne Kibben. Call (800) 548-0947 or (703) 920-4644.

\.,
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November 5-6
Third Annual National Drug-Free Conference &Exposition, Washington, DC. Contact I.es Francis, 90 W. Montgomery Ave.,
Ste. 313, Rockville, Md. 20850. Call (301)
340-0515.

• ~~

November 5-7
Review Course in Addiction Medicine, Los

•

Angeles. Contact American Society of
Addiction Medicine, 5225 Wisconsin Ave.
NW, Ste. 409, Washington, DC 20015. Call
(202) 244-8948.

November 16-17
Implementing Managed Care, Brookfield,
Wis. Contact IFEBP, P.O. Box 69,
Brookfield, Wis. 53008-0069. Call (414)
786-6700.

November 19-22
Southwestern Conference on Eating Disorders, Tucson, Ariz. Contact Connie Coleman, Sierra Tucson, 16500 N. Lago Del
Oro Pkwy., Tucson, Ariz. 85737.

December 2-6
SECAD '92, Atlanta. Contact SECAD1992, Charter Medical Corp., P.O. Box 209,
Macon, Ga. 31298. Call (800) 845-1567 or
(912) 742-1161.
Meeting announcements should be received no later than 90 days ahead of the
meeting date and should be addressed to
Editor, EmployeeAssistnnce, P.O. Box
2573, Waco, Texas 76702-2573.
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Offering Assistance in Addictions,
Compursions and Trauma Recovery

Specialists in working with
dissociative disorders
Intensive day treatment in conjunction
with inpatient program for those persons
who don't require hospitalization.
Totally smoke-free environment
Halterman Center
614-852-1372, Ext 500

Introducing
a simple,
inexpensive
EAP case
recording and
reporting program...
TopDrawer: all an EAP really needs to create &
up-date records and produce essential reports.
Easy-to-learn, easy-to-use, inexpensive.
You needn't be a computer wizard to quickly put
TopDrawer to work. TopDrawer presents
full-screen in-take and case record up-dates
with pop-up help and classification menus,
secures files from unauthorized access, and
delivers uncomplicated reports.

TopDrawer keeps it simple.
Get a FREE demo disk!
Calla-800-354-0428
or 303-796-9606

210 N. Main St., London, Ohio 43140
ROTHSCHILD'S

A program of Madison County Hospital, Inc.
JCAI-I Accredited. Treatment covered by most insurance plans.
Circle 5 on card.

FILES

Rothschild's Files
P.O.Box 3106
Littleton CO 80161
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By Terrence R. Cowan, MPA, CEAP
he following paper outlines a
step-by-step process to establish EA value by evaluating EA
effectiveness. A comprehensive information system is presented which
provides detailed data for evaluation and
contributes to the comparability of the
findings reported by different EA models
and settings. It describes an EA information system requisite for process and outcome evaluation and includes managed
behavioral healthcare utilization review
data. The system is offered as a guideline
for the use of internal and external EA
practitioners.
BACKGROUND. An employee assistance
program is a comprehensive worksitebased program. It is designed to help
identify and resolve productivity problems
associated with employees who are job
impaired due to personal or family behavioral health problems. With historical roots
dating back to the mid-1800s' occupational
health movement, EAPs have grown and
adapted to the increasingly complex
workplace environment. For the past 20
years EAPs have been serving employers,
managing care and ensuring productive
employees in the U. S.
During this time period the percentage
of total medical healthcare costs allocated
to behavioral health (mental health and
chemical dependency) has remained constant.l This may be encouraging when one
considers the significant shift in payment
for these services from the public to the
private sector that has occurred since 1980,
and increased demands for services due to
drug-free workplace programs and drug
testing. EAPs may deserve some of the
credit for maintaining this stability.
The longevity of EAPs is due to their
integration into the culture of the
workplace. The EA focus has primarily
been on long-term health and productivity
objectives. Most of the prevailing costSEPTEMBER 1992

containment strategies, particularly in managed healthcare, focus on short-term savings. Unfortunately, recent studies indicate
that utilization review firms may actually
increase costs, particularly in the long run?
The overall increase of dollars spent on
behavioral health costs at the workplace
has accentuated the need for EAPs to
prove both their short- and long-term
effectiveness.
Traditionally, measurement of EA success has been to what degree clients

actually resolve their problems and
improve their productivity. Recent studies
by major employers demonstrate that for
every dollar invested in an EAP, recovery
from losses (medical costs, sickness benefits, work-related accidents and worker's
compensation claims) ranges from $3 to
$153
However, it is difficult to compare
studies of EA success because EAPs may
use different databases from which the
continued on page 10
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contiv~uerlfrom page 9

studies are based. In addition, the studies
may not measure overall value of EA
services, particularly in the long run. In
addition, EAPs have not developed a
common language to define some of their
nomenclature and activities.4 This underlines the need for a standard information
system with a common language for EAPs
to prove their value in terms of efficiency,
effectiveness and outcomes such as costcontainment.
DETERMINING VALUE: PLANNING.
Planning is probably the one essential step
that is most often ignored when undertaking tasks at work. A basic requirement
before doing an evaluation is to develop a
detailed set of standards and procedures for
program activity. Another prerequisite for
conducting an evaluation is that existing
record-keeping systems are adequate and
include a sound database.
A minimum EA information system is
most commonly used by EA programs.
Though adequate for program manage-

ment, it is not capable of producing
information for analysis much beyond
tallying types and descriptions of services.
Outside contractors can help set up these
basics at a reasonable cost. By using the
new EAPA standards manual and the
tables provided in the article, these
expenses can be largely reduced or
avoided ~
The most important component of any
program is its staff. Using Certified
Employee Assistance Professionals
(CEAP) or requiring existing staff to meet
this standard within reasonable time deadlinesgreatly increases the potential value of
program services.
There are two modes of evaluation
available to consider when planning—selfevaluation and outside evaluation. In general, the advantages of self-evaluation are
two-fold. It is less expensive than external
evaluations or audits and staff will gain
valuable insights into program operation by
virtue of conducting it. Simply stated, the
disadvantages are that there may not be
enough time for the EA staff to undertake

this additional responsibility and internal
EA staff reports may not be objective.
Outside or third party audit or evaluation is a type of evaluation employing
external contractors. A qualified contractor
must be identified, interviewed and a fee
negotiated based on the organization's
work plan.
The advantages of employing outside
evaluators are that they can conduct evaluations which are large in scope and technically complex. The use of objective outside
evaluations can also largely eliminate
vested interest or lack of neutrality of
current EA staff when dealing with potentially unpleasant outcomes or sensitive
contents, e.g., clinical reviews which
require access to confidential information.
The primary disadvantage is that an external evaluation will be more expensive and
still may require considerable time investment from internal staff.
Before beginning a project to evaluate
an EA program, the business, union or
agency first needs to know the answer to
the following four questions:

Manage your EAP with

TEAM
Hyland Child and
Adolescent Center

St. Anthony's
Psychiatric Center

THE EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Sexually abused children,
who`should have been
nurtured and protected by
adults, were betrayed by
the same people upon
whom they depended. As
these children become
adolescents, feelings of
guilt, diswst, low selfesteem and anger interfere
with healthy development.
In a safe, supportive
environment where the
cycle of victimization can
be broken, survivors of
sexual abuse can begin
to heal.

While statistics are less
defined for men, nearly one
in four women is sexually
abused by the age of 18.
Adults who were sexually
abused may have problems
with intimacy, addictions
and patterns of troubled
relationships. With treatment in a safe environment,
these individuals can begin
to understand the effects of
child sexual abuse and learn
to create an emotionally
healthy life.

TEAMS is a comprehensive client
tracking and reporting system that
starts with model data forms and
leads you to develop a full, integrated
administrative and management
process for your EAP.

St. Anthony's Medical Center • St. Louis, MO 63128
l0
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TEAMS was developed by The
Johns Hopkins EAP with database
systems experts for use by clinicians
and staff who are not computer
experts.
TEAMS produces an abundance of
client information and reports
needed by EAP administrators and
managers.
SEE US AT BOOTH 823 IN ATLANTA
THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
ADMINISTRATING COMPUTING
3400 NORTH CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21215-2688
(410) 516.8108
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• Who wants the evaluation, e.g., the
union, the employer, the client, the payer,
the employee, the EA manager?
• What specific questions are to be
answered?
• Why are those questions being asked
now?
• What resources are available or can be
made available, in terms of both time and
money, to answer questions 1, 2 and 3?
For example, an EA manager may want to
know how to increase the rate of supervisory referral. The answer can be demonstrated through process evaluation using a
comprehensive information system. Perhaps abenefits manager is interested in
establishing the effect of EA services on
healthcare utilization. Information from
the database can be analyzed to indicate
the EAP's effect on utilization through
process and outcome evaluation. Union
leadership may want to know how many
members are still sober and working one
year after a course of treatment. This classic
outcome question can be answered through

evaluation of data collected in the information system. Process and outcome evaluation will be discussed in more detail later in
the article.
DETERMINING VALUE: QUESTIONS
& ANSWERS. EA accountability and
quality assurance questions are answered
by outcome evaluation generally focused
on the question,"Is the EAP doing what it
is supposed to be doing?" For example,
looking at client outcomes, does the EA
service increase the period of sobriety,
reduce revolving door problems and help
prevent long-term medical problems associated with unresolved personal problems?
In today's litigious environment, organizational protection regarding legal issues
affecting EAPs can be determined by
examining questions such as, "Are laws
regarding confidentiality adequately protected in procedural and record-keeping
activities?" Another question to consider is
whether laws requiring notification, e.g.,
child abuse, homicide, etc., are being
followed.

Examples of questions to ask related to
program costs and effectiveness may
include the following: does the EA program provide services which are easily
assessable and available? Does the EA
program reduce cost of doing business by
decreasing absenteeism, decreasing
worker's compensation claims, decreasing
mental health and chemical dependency
expenses This data is generally available
and reported from existing company
human resource, benefit or insurance databases.
COMPUTER HARDWARE & SOFTWARE. The data management system
should be computerized since manual tabulation greatly increases the cost and length
of an evaluation. However, mainframes or
mini-computers are not needed. Personal
computers such as a Macintosh IIci or an
IBM compatible equivalent are more than
adequate for most tasks. A printer will be
necessary to generate hard copy.
Relatively inexpensive database softcontinued on page 12
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At Bay Haven's Mental Health Division,
patients with emotional problems
are not forced into "pre-fab" programs.
Your involvement doesn't end with admission,
and care doesn't end with discharge.
Call us today to discover how a whoHstic approach can help.
•dual diagnosis(mental health and
• psychosocial rehabilitation
chemical dependeacy)
• psychiatric intensive caze unit
•family education aad support groups
• variable length of stay
• partial hospitalization

(800) 395-0033
In Maine:(207) 621-0033

DESIGN SYSTEMS
126 Western Avenue, Suite 191
Augusta, ME 04330
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713 Ninth Street
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1-BOO-828-7814 Toll free in Michigan or(51'~ 8945789
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modifications are relatively expensive.

ware programs are available to support an
EA information system. Claris Filemaker
Pro is a flat file database which has both
Macintosh and Microsoft Windows versions. The advantages of Filemaker Pro are
its elegant design and ease of use—
requiring no programming experience.
However, it is not powerful enough as a
data cruncher to process a comprehensive
EA process and outcome evaluation. Relational databases such as 4th Dimension
dBase, and others, can be purchased offthe-shelf and then customized to support an
EA program information system. Omnis 5
runs on either a Macintosh or IBMcompatible platform.
There are also available stand-alone
modular EA programs such as DataMinder. This type of program initially costs
substantially more but, requiring no programming expertise, may be cheaper in the
long run. The disadvantages of special
software programs are that they may not be
easily changed or customized to meet the
needs of a particular EA program and

PROCESS EVALUATION. The purpose
of a process evaluation is to examine and
appraise what the program does. This type
of evaluation is useful for demonstrating
efficiency, effectiveness and quality of
service. It is usually used to measure to
what extent the EA program achieves
operational objectives; therefore, it is useful for audit purposes.
Key elements that can be identified
include:
• Percentage of successful referrals to
EAP, gatekeeper, CDR or MC unit;
• Percentage of successful referrals to
treatment or in-house counseling;
• Percentage of clients who complete treatment;
• Percentage of clients who successfully
return to work;
• Percentage of CD clients with successful
recovery;
• Penetration rates (how well the EA
program penetrates specific subpopulations); and

Wx~ D~~R Rte.
UP~R
G.
or over 20'years White Deer Run has been recognized as a pioneer
in residential c~xu~ and alcohol treatment. Progressive Health
Corporation is proud to announce its recent acquisition o~ White

Deer Run, bringing dynamic management and a ~resh new loo~Z to the
facility. Sta{~ed by a hi~l~y-credentialed team o~ professionals and owned by
people who care, White Deer Run o{fera state-o~-the-art pro~rammin~ built
on the 12 step model for treatment of drub and alcohol addictions.
~e o~{er...

•Adult pro~rammin~

•Adolescent programming

• Special services ~or dual dia~noais • ~ami~y services
White Deer Run is ready to wor~x with you in finclin~ the beat
mo~ity o~ treatment ~or your employees.

To {ins.out more about tke new look and innovative
prograrr~s, call 1-800-255-2,335.

W~ite Deer Ran ~--1

• Number and sessions in consultation/
training/promotion/support.
OUTCOME EVALUATION. Outcome
evaluation measures the extent to which
the EA program achieved its ultimate
program outcomes. It is designed to answer
specific questions. For example:
• Is the EA program reaching employees
who need it, are problems being ameliorated or resolved?
• Is job performance improved?
• Are mental health and chemical dependency resources being used more economically?
Outcome data can be analyzed comparing
before and after data with company norms
or outside norms.
MEASURING THE CO5T-IMPACT OF
AN EA PROGRAM. Cost impact is
measured either by looking at the costeffectiveness of the EA program or the
cost-benefit of it8 Cost-effective analyses
compute the average amount of money
spent per client on EA program and
treatment services and compare it with
outcome findings. For example, an EA
program costs $100,000 per year and sees
500 clients per year. The average cost is
$200 per client. If the average cost of
mental health and chemical dependency
treatment per client referred by the EA
program is $1,000, the total average EA
program cost is $1,200. If attendance
improved 20 percent, then the EA program
costs $60 for each percentage point of
improved attendance.
Cost-benefit analyses compare the cost
of the EA program with the benefits of its
services to the company and union. It can
show how much money the company gains
or loses due to program intervention with
EA program clients by computing the ratio
of average dollars spent to the average
amount of money saved or lost due to the
EA program. For example: EA program
services result in reduction of $2,000 in
annual disability benefit costs and $1,000 in
average cost of MH/CD benefits. Using the
example above, the ratio of benefit-to-cost
is 3000/1200 or $2.50 return for every $1.00
spent.
In a time of economic uncertainty,
cost-benefit analysis can provide hard data
to support the case for the survival of the
EA program. Cost-benefit. and evaluation
finding can establish clear justification for
expansion of the EA program's role into
continued on page 19
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By Bradley K. Googins, PhD
n my column last month, I spoke of
real family problems which occur
within workplaces and which by and
large are not part of the growing workfamily agenda in corporate America.
Employee assistance programs have, for
the most part, been on the sidelines of the
work-family movement, primarily due to
the current focus on managed healthcare, a
historical reluctance to get too far beyond
substance abuse and to the absence of a
vision which would comfortably fold a
work-family initiative within the EA program. Yet the evidence from caseload
analysis is clear: family issues and concerns
already constitute the vast majority of EA
cases without any conscious or deliberative
effort to focus on the family.
As the presidential election comes into
full swing, the focus on family values has
introduced some heated rhetoric and a
touch of reality into the political world.
Despite my cynical views on the use of this
issue within the current political debate,the
family is about to emerge into the limelight
as a major public concern. The statistics are
all too clear in terms of family dissolution,
family stress and the economic and social
strains experienced by the typical American family in trying to make it in today's
world.
While public policy has lagged far
behind in responding to these issues,
corporations have provided much of the
leadership in addressing family needs. The
emergence of childcare, eldercare, flexible
work schedules and the like has emerged in
many leading corporations not primarily
under a social responsibility rubric, but as a
straight forward business strategy aimed at
protecting and serving its self interests.
Consequently, corporations have recognized the spillover of family issues into the
SEPTEMBER 1992

workplace and have made some efforts
over the past several years to play a role in
supporting families through policies, benefits and programs. Despite the uneven
arrangements which currently exist, there is
a demonstrable presence of work-family
programs in the corporation.
All of which serves as a backdrop to the
main point of contention: EA programs are
in a position to not only address the broad
range of family issues but to assume
leadership within corporations in identifying and developing appropriate responses
to work-family issues. Because EA programs are usually the primary, and in most
cases sole, unit within the corporation
qualified and positioned to assist employees and their families with the range of
problems experienced by typical families, it
does not require too great a leap to
consider family assistance programs as an
expanded version of employee assistance
programs. In order for such a transformation to occur, EA programs will have to
create a new framework for operating and
incorporate new outreach strategies to
families, develop family assessment techniques and place a larger emphasis on
family treatment and follow-up. Because
the current EA model is so employee
centered, adoption of this new framework
will not be easy, nor will it fit well with
existing practice.
While dealing with the clinical implications for family issues, difficult as it may be
in refocusing the EA program, addressing
the larger issue of the role of the employee
assistance program in the work-family
arena is considerably more problematic.
The development of work-family initiatives
within corporations continues to experience agrowth curve not unlike EAPs a
decade earlier. However, as the movement

toward such programs takes form, a number of natural questions have begun to
emerge. Why should a corporation have
parallel programs considering the similar
nature of their mission? Is supporting
separate stand-alone programs good
human resource policy? Why promote
confusion among employees with different
avenues to assistance for different problems? In a number of companies, employees have separate toll-free numbers for EA
program and work-family.
Understandably, EA programs have
focused on the critical issue of managed
care over the past several years as the
defining issue of their mission. However in
the midst of debating, negotiating and
experimenting within this environment, a
larger set of issues has been developing
within the corporate sphere and the human
resources field, which has great import to
the EA field. The trauma of downsizing
and restructuring within the context of
global competitiveness has resulted in a
corporate life and structure radically
altered from that of the previous generation. Amidst the many technological
changes and the economic shrinkage, nothing has become more pronounced than the
changing nature of the workforce. What
had previously been a relatively abundant
and disposable commodity, human capital
has become increasingly perceived as the
critical element for the new global economy.
Work-family concerns have now come to
the corporation as a necessary human
resource issue. What to do about them, how
to respond and what strategies work best
are neither apparent, nor has any consensus
around these issues been .reached. In
contrast, EA programs are relatively
continued on page 14
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When your employee comes

to work,

he won't come back alone.
That's because at Stuyvesant Square, our individualized inpatient and outpanent treatment programs are designed to help
recovering employees with the challenging transition to a productive,
chemical-free life. Our intensive inpatient treatment includes two full
years of Aftercare, and our outpatient program lets your employees
stay on thejob while getting treatment during convenient evening
hours. The Aftercare and outpatient programs arejust two facets of
our comprehensive, hospital-based treatment approach which provides
our patients=your employees—with the knowledge, skills and support
they need to understand and overcome chemical dependence.
To find out how we can help your chemically dependent
employees become productive again, please call us or write for our
brochure.

Stuyvesant•Square
The Chemical Dependency Treatment Program
of Beth Israel Medical Center
170 East End Ave. at 87th St., New York,. NY 10128

(212)870-9777

entrenched, widely accepted, relatively
understood and for the most part, institutionalized. Consequently, as the workfamily field begins to take form and shape,
it is not surprising that in a few corporations they have looked to the EAP for
guidance, leadership and in increasingly
large numbers, program management and
responsibility. Given the closeness of the
issues and the expertise of the EA staff, it
seems reasonable to those outside the EA
world that the EA, program is a natural
organizational home for work-family
issues. I think that the linkages are sufficient to argue fora major role for the
employee assistance program in the development of work-family programming. It is
my belief that the EA program can and
should assume a major role in the shaping
of corporate policy and benefits to families
and that the work-family issues, which are
receiving the current attention of the
corporation, represent an opportunity for
the EA program to solidify its role and
importance to the corporation.
I believe we are not too far away from
witnessing some bold experimenting by a
few leading corporations in creating a new
model incorporating EA program, workfamily, wellness and perhaps .other initiatives within the corporation. This new
center on working life will constitute a core
human resource program which brings
together the programs, benefits and staffs
of these programs in a more integrated
whole to address the work-life issue of
employees and their families and significant others. Recognizing the mutual interest of the corporation and the employee
and family in achieving healthy and productive lives, this center will be responsible
for addressing the individual needs of the
employee population for all those problems
which interfere with job performance and
productivity. These issues will range from
an employee with an alcohol problem
(supervisor referrals will still be welcomed)
to the employee who is experiencing a
painful divorce. It will also take responsibility for actively promoting wellness and
prevention through an aggressive outreach
program and an intensive follow up component. At the same time, it may be negotiating with community agencies for childcare
and eldercare services and advocating with
the organizational development unit for the
need to assess current structural arrangements. Attention to this broader concept of
continued on page 27
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Lanier Leaves
GM EA Program
Opting for an early retirement plan
offered to GM executives, Dan Lanier,
co-director for the GM-UAW joint
employee assistance program, retired
from the company effective Sept. 1.
"I will be going to Florida State
University in Tallahassee, where I will be
a Visiting Professor in the School of Social
Work," he said. "This will give me an
opportunity to do some research and I will
also do some consulting in the EA field."
In addition, Lanier said, he will be
rewriting a series of books, that he
co-authored several years ago. "I will also
continue to work on a number of
committees."
Lanier said he will complete his term as
president of EAPA and will continue his
work with the organization. His official
presidential term will be concluded with
one last executive committee meeting and
the annual meeting in Atlanta in October.

She
can't
eat
)list

one!
She will gorge herself with sweets, junk
food and lots of calories. She doesn't
want to. She feels guilty. Like millions of
others, she just can't say ... no.
When you eat to feel better, but feel
worse, you may be Food Addicted.
If you or someone you know has a Food
Addiction problem or Is suffering from
bulimia or compulsive eating, call us.

"I have some commitments in the
Detroit area both professional and
personal that will keep me involved there
for at least the next year," Lanier said. "It
has certainly been a pleasure and a benefit
to work with so many good people in the
EA field both here and nationally. I hope
to continue the contact with them."
Lanier said GM is making the offer in
an effort to reduce the number of people
working there, but that he is the only
person in upper EA management who will
be taking advantage of this special.early
retirement plan.

Property Gosts Spur

Self-Insurance
With costs for property and liability
risks rising at an annual rate of 13
percent, U.S. companies are increasingly
turning to self-insurance programs for
help in controlling expenses, according to
a newly released joint study by the Risk
and Insurance Management Society and

Tillinghast, the risk management
consulting company of Towers Perrin.
The latest "Cost of Risk Survey" in a
series dating back to 1977 is based on
responses from 744 U.S. companies. The
U.S. respondents averaged $41.8 billion
in revenues and work forces of 11,507
employees.
Risk cost for the typical company rose
10 percent in 1990. In absolute dollars,
average cost increased from $9.6 million
in 1989 to $10.6 million in 1990.
Smaller organizations had much
higher risk-related costs. In companies
with less than $100 million in revenue,for
instance, the average cost of risk was
more than 4 percent of revenue. For the
typical survey company, the average cost
of risk was 0.611 percent of revenue in
1990.
Of the industry groups, transportation
services reported the highest average
cost of risk (3.9 percent), followed by the
healthcare sector (2.2 percent). Other
high-cost industries include personal and
continued on pnge 16

At Psychiatric Center of Michigan Hospital, we understand the unique
challenges facing your company. With our wide range of flexible psychiatric
and chemical dependency treatment options, we can help turn troubled
employees to full productivity.
• Free, immediate, on-site
consultations, 24-hours a day,
7 days a week.
• Inpatient and Partial
Hospitalization Mental Health
Services for adults and
adolescents.
• Back to work conferences
• Dual Diagnosis

The good news! There's help that can last
a lifetime!

• LifeSpan—A program designed
for later-life adults.
• Behavioral Psychiatric Program
for closed head injury patients.
• Aftercare Services
• JCAHO accredited, OSAS
licensed, OHIP approved.
• Great Lakes Recovery
Center—adult inpatient
treatment center for the
chemically dependent.
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business services (1.3 percent), educational
and non-profit institutions (1.1 percent)
and construction (1.0 percent).

New Rule
Determines Fate
Of Drug Testing
The Health Care Financing
Administration's regulations implementing
the Clinical Laboratories Improvements
Amendment of 1988 (CLIA) have been
endorsed. The new regulations include
federal regulation of private sector drug
testing in the workplace under a rigorous
structure.
Due to the new structure, it will no
longer be feasible for small businesses to
use drug testing to start workers in
treatment; in the small business
environment, drug testing will be used as a
tool for termination of those who test
positive; and small business drug testing,

especially pre-employment drug testing, is
likely to decrease.
The House Energy and Commerce
Committee, chaired by Rep. John D.
Dingell (D-Mich.), approved the
amendment.

programs, for example, doubled during the
past three years, according to the most
comprehensive survey on clinical,
administrative and financial aspects of
private psychiatric hospitals available. A
response rate of 95 percent of the 306hospital NAPPH membership ensures
accurate industry information.

Mental Hospitals

Adapt To Shifting
Environment
To meet changes in the healthcare
environment, private psychiatric hospitals
are providing shorter patient stays in
slightly smaller inpatient facilities for those
whose care is increasingly monitored and
approved by some form of managed care,
according to the 1991 Annual Survey Final
Report just released by the National
Association of Private Psychiatric Hospitals
(NAPPH).
Hospitals are also developing other
needed psychiatric services along the
continuum of care. Partial hospital

Survey Shows
Students Prefer
Small Companies
College students revealed an increasing
preference for working for small
companies, according to a recent Right
Associates survey.
The survey consisted of 325 students
attending career seminars provided by the
firm in major U.S. cities The survey,
conducted annually, investigates career
preferences and goals, job search and
career expectations, and attitudes toward
con(rnued on page 34

Eagleville Hospital of~ers:
• Individualized programs for
men and women
• Medical Detoxification Program
• Programs tailored for employed
individuals
• Aftercare Planning
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Eagleville Hospital has provided expert treatment in drug and alcohol addiction for over
25 years and is nationally recognize or
quality care. Pind help somewhere or call
us today.
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ell, we're all here, because we're not for a breather. When he did, they separated and
all there. If each of us were "all walked around him, one on each side. He blinked
there," we wouldn't really need and said, "Now how in the hell did she do that?"
each other, would we? If I were
I think that recovered alcoholics have taught
self-sufficient, and you were self-sufficient, I many of the rest of the world—the rest of their
wouldn't need you, but worse yet, you wouldn't human brothers and sisters—to laugh at themneed me. Another thing that binds us together is selves if they want real laughs. Didn't the author
one of the most precious and beautiful gifts God Norman Cousins laugh his way to good health by
ever gave us: a sense of humor. What is it? I think watching films of all the great comedians of the
it is a kind of indefinable inner sense that enables movies—the Marx Brothers, Laurel and Hardy
this invisible thing we call the funny bone, to be and folks of that kind?
tickled. It brings joy, happiness and above all,
It's astrange but funny thing—I made a video of
laughter. Even the medical people tell us it takes one solid hour of jokes. Nothing but jokes. Saying
fewer muscles in the face to smile and to laugh than that laughter is good medicine, especially for
the number it takes to frown.
alcoholics. I feel that one of the indications of
A sense of humor distinguishes man from recovery is a return of the sense of humor, and
everything else in creation. The sheriff looked at especially the ability to laugh at one's self.
his posse and said, "Shoot low, boys, they're riding Anyway, several treatment centers asked for
Shetlands."I think it is only fitting that God should copies to preview and sent them back with the
have given us a sense of humor, because we make message, "Well, there's really no message for
so many mistakes and do so many wrong things alcoholics on this." The whole tape was a message
that cause pain and harm and unhappiness. The for alcoholics. It was simply, "laugh again." IYs
beauty of a sense of humor is that it gives us the wonderful.
ability to draw something comic from what norI don't know whether any of
mally would be tragic.
you remember Myron Cohen or
,„~
There was a robin who always built a nest with a not. He was a bald Jewish comehole in the bottom. She loved to lay eggs, but hated dian who used to appear on the
to raise kids!
Ed Sullivan Show. He told stoSince everyone of us belongs to some race or ries exclusively about Jewish
some ethnic group,then every joke ever told has to people that were absolutely clasdo with some race or some ethnic group. It's sic. Idon't know whether he told
astounding how we can laugh at jokes applying to this one or not, but it was told
7,
continued on page 18
other races and become defensive—even
insulted—when jokes are told about our own race.
The Irish mother looked at her son tight-rope
walking on the top of a fence and said, "If you fall
down and break both your legs, don't come running
to me." Isn't it paradoxical that the funniest jokes
about the Irish come from the Irish? The funniest
jokes about the Jewish come from the Jewish? The
funniest jokes about the British come from the
British? The funniest jokes about the Russians
come from the Russians ...?
People who learn to laugh at themselves are
happy people. And isn't it true that we alcoholics
tell the funniest stories on earth, and those stories
are usually about drunks.
A drunk called his wifefrom downtown and said,
"You'll have to come after me, Honey. I'm too
drunk to drive?" She asked, "Where are you?" He
looked out of the phone booth, returned and said,
`7'm at the corner of Wa[k and Don't Walk." My
favorite is about the two nuns walking down the
street, arm in arm. Coming toward them was a
drunk staggering all over the sidewalk. They didn't
quite know how to get past him, when all of a
sudden, as drunks sometimes do, he simply stopped
SEPTEMBER 1992

A recovering
alcoholic
priest teaches
that laughter
makes the
world go
round

By Father Joseph C. Martin
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to me by a Jewish friend. An old, wealthy
Jewish man who had worked twelve hours
a day, six days a week all of his life,
retired, went to Miami and built a home
on the ocean. Now what to do with twelve
hours a day, six days a week? Well, the
first week he walked, the second week he
fished, the third week he golfed, thefourth
week was backgammon. And after all of
this he was colossally bored and went into
depression. One day he was sitting on the
beach watching the tide go out when

another Jewish retiree sat beside him and
they got to talking. The first man was
saying how depressed he was at being
bored, and the second said, "Well you've
got to have a hobby." He said, "a
hobby?" "Yes, if you don't have a hobby,
you will go crazy." "Well," he said, "do
you have a hobby?" "I certainly do. I
raise bees." "You raise bees?""Yes, every
Monday morning I go down to Miami, I
buy a bucketful of bees, I go home, I
throw them in the closet." The man said,
"You throw them in the closet? They die!"

Father Martin's Ashle~
800 Tydings Lane •Havre de Grace, Maryland 21078

A Nondenominational

Alcohol and Drug Treatment Center

°Ashley is built upon the floor ofcharity, under the ceiling of mercy, and
protected by the walls of total commitment, because al! of us here are
bound together by a passionate beliefin the innate digWily ofevery human
person. Our sole purpose is to heal. The saving ofevery patient -even
the seemingly hopeless - is the supreme concern of all who serve here.
Each time a patient leaves ourgrounds,free from the compulsion to drink,
and equlpped~with the tools to maintain a contented and lasting sobriety,
we will have achieved our goal."

Rated by Forbes Magazine as One of the Top 12

Rehabilitation Facilities in the Country
JCAHO Approved - Covered by Most Insurance Plans
Programs Offered
Basic Therapy •Relapse Prevention •Family
Aftercare ~ Outpatient
24 HOUR HELP LINE
800-848-8177
Free Evaluations
For Father Martin's Films or Tapes
800-638-5430

He said, "I know, but what the hell, it's a

hobby!"
I remember, however, once getting a
letter from a doctor in upstate New York
where I had just given a talk the week
before, saying that he enjoyed the talk
and he especially enjoyed some of the
jokes, particularly the Irish and British
jokes. But, he said, I take exception to
the joke you told about Henry Kissinger.
He said, "You see, I'm a German." I
thought that so strange. Anyway, here is
the story:
Five men were on an airplane: President Carter, former President Ford,
Henry Kissinger, an old priest and a
young hippie. After they were irc the airfor
about an hour, the pilot entered the cabin
with a parachute strapped on and said, "I
have two announcements to make, both
bad. Number one, we have serious engine
problems that I cannot correct. The plane
is going down. The second problem is that
there arefive ofyou andfour parachutes."
With that he jumped. President Carter
looked at the rest ofthem and said, `7am
neither better nor worse than any other
man on earth, but I happen to be president, and the country needs me."He took
a chute and jumped. Former President
Ford said, "I used to be president. My
experience can help run the ship ofstate."
He took a chute and jumped: Kissinger
looked at the other two and said, `7'm the
most brilliant man on earth. The whole
world needs me." He jumped. The priest
looked at the youngster and said, "Look,
son. Iam no hero. I don't lookforward to
death, butIam willing to die. You see, my
life is over. Yours is just beginning. Take
the chute and jump. I'll go down with the
plane."And the hippie looked at the priest
and said, "Hey, Padre. Ain't no use doing
that. The most brilliant man on earth just
jumped out of this airplane with rrcy
backpack on."Everyone else thought it
was funny. I'm sure Mr. Kissinger himself
has heard that and thought it was funny.
But this man'took exception to it. I think
when we become overly sensitive to the
type of joke we hear, maybe we are over
sensitive.
Humor is based,I think, on the twist at
the end. A volunteerfire department raced
to help put out a fire in a barn that the
other fire department couldn't get near
because of the heat. The _old chief of the
volunteer fire department, on an;old, old
fire truck came barrelling toward the
continued onpage27
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DATABASE

continued from page 12

related activities such as managing behavioral healthcare in order to further increase
program benefits.
Utilization review processes have been
successfully sold to organizations primarily
based on their ability to demonstrate
short-term cost containment. Reductions of
treatment costs are achieved by restricting
direct or shift care to lower levels of cost. It
appears that a significant portion of the
reduction can be attributed to the negotiation of preferred provider agreements.

vided by EA programs. The true value of
EA program services can be established by
using a comprehensive information system.
Internal and external EA programs are
invited to model or upgrade their information systems using the examples provided and to undertake evaluation to
determine program effectiveness and outcomes.
Cowmi is (he executive director of (he Texns Workers
flssrstance Program.
RCFERENCF,S.
L Oss M,"Managed Behavioral I-Iealth Benefits-Trends in

buying, Packaging and Delivery," CAP Digest, Sep[./Oct.
1991.
2. "Firms That Promise Lower Medical Bills May Increase
Them," The Wal/ Sveet Journal,'Nesday,July 28, 1992, Vol.

ccxx No.20.
3. U.S. Department of Labor, Whnt Works: Workplaces
Wi~ho~e~ Drugs, p.17,1990.
4. Wenzel L,"Developing a Common EAP Language," The
f1LMACAN, Oct. 1986.
5. Spicer I, Owen P, Gjerdingen M,"Practical Evaluation
Methods," EAPA Cxchnr~ge, Oc[. 1990.
6. Employee Assistance Professional Association (EAPA),
Smndards Part 2: Professionnl Guidelines for Employee
Assistance Progrnms, 1992.
7. Employee Assistance Certification Commission (EACC)
8. Erfurt JC, Foote A, "Using an EAP Information
Management System for EAP Operation and Evaluation;'
EAPrI Exchange, Oct. 1990.
9. Michaelsen H, Cowan TR, "WAFT MIS System,"
Workers Assistance Program of Texas, 1991,(unpublished).

DATA COLLECTION. In order to do any
kind of evaluation or audit, needed data
must be accessible. In general, internal data
are easier to get to than external data.
Acquiring internal data outside of the EA
program will require alliances or understandings with human resources, medical,
benefits and other departments.
All collecting of data must maintain the
integrity of the confidentiality of EA
program client records. A good EA program information system is designed to
allow for data collection without jeopardizing client confidentiality. Acomputerized
approach to data collection and analysis
will save a great deal of time and money.
The type of data needed basically
depends on the above answers and the
method of evaluation chosen. Process evaluation requires more easily collected data
than outcome evaluation; both may require
upgrading and collecting or new data in
order to undertake the study. Audits
generally can be done based on existing
systems if a detailed set of standards and
procedures have been developed.
FINDINGS. The findings must provide
answers which respond to the questions
asked during the planning phase of the
evaluation project. One approach to take is
to the questions formulated and the
answers needed, determine content of
needed reports and explain the findings
based on them.
SUMMARY. The longevity of EA programs is due to their integration into the
culture of the workplace and their focus on
longer term health and productivity objectives. These factors facilitate the prevention, early identification, intervention and
remediation of behavioral health problems
for both employees and their families. The
same factors enable expert organizational
consultation, training and support as proSEPrI'LMBER 1992
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The Most Successful Wellness Programs
Are Com prehensive and Integrated
By John Erfurt, Don R. Powell, Andrea Foote and Max A. Heirich
uch is written about worksite wellness programs, but
very little is said about how the structure and organization of a program can affect program outcomes. Indeed,
many wellness program descriptions do not identify how
the program will measure its effectiveness. Consequently, an
analysis of these programs fails to describe the program
configuration that leads to optimal success, or the measurements
by which program success is evaluated.
The objective of this article is threefold: to detail the content of
successful wellness programs based on available research data, to
describe the way in which the components of the program
interact to produce successful outcomes and to review the
outcome measures by which programs are evaluated. In doing so,
we will discuss how program components are integrated to
produce optimal success.
In carrying out this analysis, we will compare what we call
"traditional" program models with more "innovative" models.
The "traditional" models, which comprise the overwhelming
majority of wellness programs in America today,l lack comprehensiveness. Either they take only a single health problem, or
20

their component parts are segmented rather than put together in
an integrated way. "Innovative" programs are comprehensive
and fully integrated. They are long-term in their time frame and
on-going, with no expected end-point. Like employee assistance
programs, these more innovative worksite wellness programs are
continuous.
Many worksite wellness programs began with a concern about
a particular health risk that needed attention. Employers offered
smoking cessation or weight loss classes,for example, or installed
a blood pressure monitoring machine that employees could use.
Gradually policy makers and healthcare providers realized that
individuals have a variety of health risks that need attention.
Thus worksife wellness programs began to offer an array of
services rather than focusing on a single health risk. A recent
article suggested a number of program characteristics that need
to be part of any comprehensive worksite wellness program.z
In the past several years, worksite wellness planners and
evaluators have come to realize that presenting information that
is relevant for health rarely is sufficient to motivate people to
change pleasurable behaviors that put their health at risk,
EMPLOYEEASSISTANCE

especially if that risk develops over a number of years before
health deteriorates. Moreover, among people already motivated
to attempt health improvements, relapse into more risky
behaviors is common. Consequently, more innovative worksite
wellness programs recognize that health improvement is a
process that goes on over a considerable span of time, and that
more information and inspiration at a single point in time is
needed in order for worksite wellness programs to have
long-term impact.
This article starts with the assumption that considerable
agreement now exists about the various content areas for health
improvement that should be available in comprehensive worksite
wellness programs. It addresses the question of how to structure
these services in order to meet the varied needs of individual
employees, including how to assess those needs, how to engage.
employees in efforts at health improvement and how to motivate
them to continue these efforts through time. It also deals with
how to evaluate the effectiveness of a program and to improve it
over time.

physiological measures such as blood pressure and cholesterol. In
addition, employees who smoke cigarettes are significantly less
likely to complete aself-administered HRA than are nonsmokers.3
The more innovative programs use trained professionals to
obtain health risk information from the employees in the target
workforce during health risk screening. In the screening process,
which takes approximately 20 minutes of the employee's time,
screeners take multiple blood pressure readings, draw a fingerstick blood sample for a total cholesterol reading, obtain the
employee's height and weight to determine the percentage over
or under ideal weight and ask questions about the employee's
former and current smoking status, current exercise levels, stress
levels and other relevant information.
After the screeners have obtained this information, they are
able to make appropriate referrals for further evaluation and
possible treatment for elevated blood pressure and/or blood
cholesterol. These referrals are made to the employee's family
physician or when the employee has no physician, to physicians
recruited by the program to provide such treatment services. At
the same time the screeners counsel the employees about their
health risks and obtain a survey of the employee's interest in
various health improvement programs such as nutritional
programs for cholesterol reduction or weight loss, smoking
cessation, exercise and physical fitness and stress management.
Finally, the screeners encourage the employees to sign up for the
health improvement programs in which they are interested.
The information recorded on the screening form can be used

ASSESSING HEALTH RISKS. Many traditional programs rely
on self-administered questionnaires to do a needs assessment of
the target workforce. This may be done by surveying employees'
interests or through health risk appraisals (HRAs) which the
employees complete. HRA results may then be used to produce
a computerized summary of each employee's health risk profile.
Such an approach to needs assessment has two major
disadvantages: self-administered questionnaires usually achieve
low participation, and they rely on often inaccurate reports of

f you have an employee with an eating disorder, you have
an employee who is at medical and psychiatric risk. You
also have an employee who could be costing you dearly in
medical expenses, absenteeism and productivity.
As the country's first residential centers exclusively dedicated
to the treatment of women with eating disorders, our success
with the more than 2,000 women we have cared for is
unparalleled throughout the country.
We havethe resources to help you and your employee.
Using outpatient, inpatient and aftercare resources, we provide
continuity of care to meet the individual needs of the most
difficult patient. We also provide evaluation and assessment at
no charge to determine the appropriate level of treatment for
each patient.
Women are referred to us by EAPs because we understand
the impact of this problem, and
_---.----have the expertise to help
Renfrew
these women move forward
Attend The Conference on
in their recovery.
Foundation
~~Women~

SeC~'e~s~

WhoYoud benefi from our
program, or if you would
like more information, call
pisorders
13,14,15,1992 one of our professional
November
admissions coordinators.

Self and Eating
Philadelphia,PA

Call1-800-RENFREW
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CENTER
The Country's First Residential Facilities for fhe Treatment of
Women with Eatin Disorders

~CAHOAccredited
Most Insurance Accepted
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Philadelphia, PA •Coconut Creek, FL
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to produce a computerized HRA that can
then be mailed to the employee. However, this is not crucial to the success of
the programs. Studies have not been able
to demonstrate that computerized HRAs
make a significant difference in altering
the health behavior of program clients
and reducing their. health risks4
Health risk screening includes five
waves of activities, which have been
described elsewhere.s When all five
waves of screening are carried out, the
program can expect up to 95 percent
participation among workforces in large
worksites and 100 percent in medium and
small worksites.6
HEALTH IMPROVEMENT INTERVENTIONS: PROVIDING OPTIONS.
After attempting to assess employees'
health risks, traditional programs generally rely on health education classes,
brochures and newsletters to provide
skills and information about health promotion. These are important program

components, but they are not sufficient.
Without additional program options,
class cancellation is a common event. If
fewer than eight or 10 employees show
up to take, for example, a smoking
cessation class, the class is often canceled.
The few employees who have come may
be urged to find additional smokers to
participate and the class then has to be
rescheduled. This situation can have
deleterious effects both on the program
clients and on the program itself. Smokers who have gotten themselves niotivated to participate in a smoking cessation program only to have it canceled can
be easily discouraged from the entire
venture. Eventually, the program suffers
because cancellations are interpreted by
the workforce as failures. We have had
many companies who tried the traditional approach to wellness programming tell us that they "tried wellness, but
it doesn't work."
In contrast, innovative, comprehensive programs provide a menu of options,
so that all employees have opportunities

to participate in health improvement
ventures. These options include one-toone guided self-help intervention, minigroup sessions (2 to 7 employees) and
full-group classes(8 or more employees).
Mini-groups are provided when not
enough people are available to fill a class,
so that scheduled classes are never canceled. In addition, many employees want
to make health improvements, but do not
want to participate in a group venture.
They prefer to "do it on their own." The
innovative program enrolls them in a
one-to-one guided self-help program
provided by the on-site wellness counselor. More than 50 percent of the
employees in our studies who began
health improvement ventures chose the
one-to-one option? By offering the menu
approach to health improvement programming, innovative programs can get
five to seven times more participation
than traditional programs.
ACHIEVING HIGH PARTICIPAAND
TION
PREVENTING

INTERESTED IN MARRIAGE
AND FAMILY THERAPY?

MIAMI BEACH IS THE
PLACE TO BE THIS OCTOBER!
Everyone connected with the burgeoning field of marriage and
family therapy will be in Miami Beach for the 50th Anniversary
Conference of the American Association for Marriage and Family
Therapy (AAMF"T).
Top teachers in the field—names you'll recognize—will gather to
demonstrate their latest work, including Minuchin on
"Innovative Techniques for Working with the Poor," i:~
Papp's new work on "Secrets &Rituals," Haley &
V
Madanes demonstrating "Humanistic Aspects of Strategic Directives"—and concentrations in divorce prevention, sex, depression, substance abuse, adolescents, and more.
ThaYs just a sampling from our assemblage of 500 of the
profession's leading presenters, PLUS live Masters demonstrations,
video festivals, tours, palm trees &the Atlantic, a 3-day Bahamas
Cruise, and 22.75 PDH's, pending approval from EAPA.

ENSURE Personal Alcohol Tester
Now there is a personal breath
alcohol tester as accurate as
those used by the law enforcement officials.
It is small enough to fit in a shirt
pocket, and uses a 9 volt
alkaline battery so you can carry
it with you and use it anywhere.
ENSURE gives you the information you need to avoid a
mistake that can change
your life.
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For more information, contact us at
the address below.
Alcohol Countermeasure Systems
1009 Grant Street, Suite 104
Denver, CO 80203
Telephone 303 863-9801
Fax 303 863-9803

ALCOHOL
COUNTERMEASURE
SYSTEMS
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RELAPSE. Rather than relying on brochures and newsletters to reach out to
employees after health risk screening has
been carried out, the innovative program
implements the most important component in the repertoire of wellness programming—outreach and follow-up
counseling with all employees at risk, and
sometimes with all of the employees at
the worksite.6
Persistent but loving outreach is conducted with employees who have health
risks, to assist them in finding treatment
or health improvement interventions that
will help reduce their health risks.$ Once
they are reached, 20-minute follow-up
counseling episodes are conducted in
order to a) monitor the clients health
risks and record any progress that the
client has made to reduce those risks, b)
encourage the start-up of recommended
treatment or health improvement programs, c) ensure long-range compliance
with such treatment and completion of
health improvement ventures, d) prevent
relapse from newly acquired healthy
lifestyle changes and e) promote longrange health promotion and health risk
reduction.
There are typically eight waves or
modes of follow-up, which have been
described elsewhere5 When all eight
waves are carried out, the program can
expect to reach and follow more than 90
percent of its target employee population. Since program follow-up powers the
success of the program and ensures the
success of the 'other program components, reaching the majority of employees produces a truly effective program,
reducing employees' health risks and
ultimately preventing morbidity and premature mortality.
In order to attract worksite attention
and program participation, traditional
programs often rely on media promotion
and one-shot health fairs. Health fairs are
worksite-wide events that invite various
wellness providers to come to the
worksite, set up tables or booths and
display their wares or their services to the
employees who participate in the event.
There is nothing wrong with health fairs,
per se, but by themselves they have little
long-term impact.
On the other hand, when they are
integrated with other services in innovative programs, health fairs can be useful
as methods to help organize the
workplace to support good health. Along
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with health fairs, the comprehensive
wellness program organizes activities
such as weight-loss contests, walking
contests, cigarette smoke-outs, etc. In
addition, the program establishes "buddy
systems" among employees to provide
mutual support in their health promotion
and risk reduction efforts.
Also, the innovative program works
with the company to review healthrelated policies. They may consider such
options as "well days" for employees
who use few sick days, tuition assistance

for wellness programming to discourage
company-paid three-martini lunches and
so on. Cafeteria and vending machine
personnel are consulted to ensure that
health food choices are available through
worksite food services. Smoking policies
are reviewed, including designation of
smoking and no-smoking areas and presence of cigarette vending machines.
The program utilizes a worksite wellness committee, comprised of key representative employees, including labor and
continued on page 24

Last year, one EAP helped companies
save thousands of these people.
~~
i

,~

And thousands of these people, too.
~,2':.

Introducing the Institute for Human Resources...
an innovative employee assistance (EAP)and
managed behavioral health program serving 1.5 million
people across the country.
For information call;

1-800-662-1264
~~~
~~~~~
INSTITUTE OF HUMAN RESOURCES
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management representatives and, where
present, representatives from medical,
ergonomics, employee assistance, health
and safety, food services, and other
relevant units. The program staff works
with this committee to plan to carry out
the various components of the program.
This committee is very important in
helping the program to produce changes
in the corporate culture that lead to
better health.

EVALUATING THE PROGRAM. A
final difference between traditional and
innovative programs relates to program
evaluation. Traditional programs are seldom able to provide information about
how effective they are in lowering health
risks. Some proponents of traditional
programs view program evaluations as
"research," and argue that evaluation is
too costly in addition to the services
provided.
In contrast, innovative programs build
program evaluation into the information

There are some teenagers who just can't seem to get out of the way of
trouble.The law,drugs,school,even their families are always crossing
them.Depression,disruptiveness,even violence are always the result.
Yet there is something you can do for chronically difficult teens.There
is a place that understands what teens need around them,while they're
changing inside.
Lovellron Academy is just that because it§ designed to treat,educate
and motivate problem teenagers the way they appreciate and mspond
[o. With others,like them,they share thoughts and dreams.In that group,
they grow as individuals.They develop a picture of happiness.
For information contact Lovellton Academy,708/695-0077,or write
600 Villa, Elgin,Illinois 60120.

Lovellton Academy_
A Forest Health System Affiliate
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systems,so that evaluation efforts are not
separate from the provision of program
services, but an essential part of those
services. The most obvious example is
the relationship between follow-up procedures and program evaluation.
Because routine follow-up contacts are
made with most or all of the employees at
the workplace, the program requires an
information system that assists in
caseload management and that provides
a method for recording changes in risk
factors for the clients followed. When
doing periodic program evaluation, the
wellness counselors need only push a few
buttons on their personal computer to
summarize this information, and statistical reports can be produced summarizing
these changes in health risk factors for
the program as a whole.
Thus the program evaluation component is intrinsically interwoven into the
service delivery parts of the program via
computerized information system. This
also facilitates interrelating other components of the wellness program, rather
than being unrelated and segmented as
tends to be the case in traditional programs.
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN TRADITIONAL AND
INNOVATIVE PROGRAMS., Traditional programs tend to segment their
component services—fitness programs
are done separately from blood pressure
and cholesterol screening programs and
often blood pressure screening is done at
a different time than cholesterol screening. Smoking cessation courses are carried out apart from nutritional counseling sessions. Frequently different
program providers will offer these different services—a fitness company might set
up and run a physical fitness center, a
health promotion group might provide
smoking cessation classes and a local
hospital might provide blood pressure or
cholesterol screening.
In contrast, innovative programs try to
avoid segmentation in the delivery of
program services and in various content
areas of wellness programming. While
specific services such as smoking cessation interventions are offered, the interventions are designed to support and
integrate with other interventions such as
weight loss or stress management. Clients are treated in a holistic manner,
dealing with the whole person's needs
EMPLOYEEASSISTANCE

and risk reduction requirements.
The various components of an innovative program are linked together and
interrelated. None of the activities of the
innovative program is done in isolation
from the other activities. All of the
various activities are coordinated by the
wellness counselor, who works with the
worksite wellness committee.
Finally, the proof of the pudding is in
the eating and the proof of the effectiveness of a wellness program is in the
results—in the outcomes that such a
program produces in the long-run. The
two models produce strikingly different
results.
Research has shown that traditional
programs of the kind just described draw
low participation, generally only 10 percent to 20 percent of the target employee
population, and have little long-term
impact on the reduction of health risks?
Long-term health improvements are usually seen in only 3 percent to 5 percent of
the workforce.9 Cost-effectiveness is
low—with costs averaging over $7 per
employee per year for each additional 1
percent in health improvement.10 Finally,
these programs tend to yield a negative
cost-benefit, since the programs tend to
cost the company more money than is
saved through the reduction in
healthcare claims and disability claims.
Innovative programs can be carried
out in any work environment, in any size
worksite, with all types of employees
(blue collar, white collar and pink collar),
and for centralized or dispersed
employee populations. Large corporations have adopted innovative programs,
including some 82 UAW-Ford Motor
Company locations, altogether comprised of some 170,000 employees5 The
smallest worksite with such a program
maY be Fred's Service Station in downtown Ann Arbor, Mich. with only four
employees.6 These worksites, both large
and small, receive comprehensive wellness services and there is no appreciable
difference in the quality of services nor in
the results of the program activities.
At small worksites, a wellness profesatonal comes periodically to provide all
of the wellness services. The type of
professional is rotated, so that the
worksite has access to a variety of
experts. Sometimes a registered nurse
comes, sometimes an exercise physiologist, sometimes a dietitian, sometimes a
continued on page 28
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Join us,this December 2-6,in
Atlanta for SECAD~-1992-The
Southeastern Conference on Alcohol
and Drug Abuse.
Find out why,for the last 17 years,
SECAD has been universally
acclaimed by professionals as the
finest networking and educational
conference in the field of alcohol
and chemical dependency

~ .
Dual-Diagnosis,Spirituality and
much,much more. All presented by
perhapsthe finest faculty ever
assembled.
In addition, SF,CAll`~ has the
largest, most extensive exhibit area
in the industry - an unbeatable
networking opportunity.
Call us or send in this coupon
today for a complete conference

treatment.

agenda Find out why every year

SECADm-1992 will offer a broad
SECAD~ is simply the best there is.
range of subject matter covering
virtually every area.of the chemical
CHARTER
dependency field: Adolescents,
~DIC~
Relapse,Co-dependency,
CORPORATION
Intervention,Special Populations,
SECAIY/spioudtyspvnsoredby
Eating Disorders,Sexual Abuse,
Charter Medical Corporatton —
AIDS and Chemical Dependency,
recognized leaders In addlcfive disease rare.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Call or write today ~
~" ~
I
for a complete
conference brochure: ~ N~~
_- -~ ~~~~Na~TTON
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Three Springs was founded in 1985 on
the belief that adolescents want and
need guidance to succeed in life. We
offer several types of interventions from
outdoor treatment programs to intensive residential centers. Our programs
are licensed by the state and have
private schools located within. Individual, group and family counseling, along
with education, are the core of our
treatment programs. We also offer specialty groups to address issues on sexual
abuse, AA,NA and sexual disorders.
Three Springs
247 Chateau Dr.
Huntsville, Al. 35801
(205)880-3339; FAX (205)880-9569

HELP YOUR EMPLOYEES
GET OFF THEIR BUTTS!

SMOKELESS
The Dlw &no~G ~v+A 7e.e waw
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WORKING TOWARD A
DRUG-FREE FUTURE

ALCO-SENSOR
The ALCO-SENSOR IV is an alcohol
specific, pocket-sized, DOT approved,
EVIDENTIAL breath alcohol tester. It
offers a simple, accurate and economical method of determining a subjects
blood alcohol level, features an automated system which samples deep lung
breath, displaying the results in a 3-digit
readout. The built-in jack allows connection to the RBT IV to obtain
hard-copy printout of the test.
Intoximeters Inc.
1901 Locust St.
St. Louis, Mo.63103
(314)241-1158

The American Council for Drug Education presents ayear-long awareness
:program for the workplace. This
includes 12 pamphlets, three posters
and a manager's handbook. The program is designed to give employees and
their families the facts about drugs and
alcohol. For more information, call or
write:
American Council for Drug Education
204 Monroe Street, Dept. EAP
Rockville, Md. 20850
1-800-488-DRUG
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THE STRESS CONTROL
BIOFEEDBACK RULER AND
HANDBOOK
Reinforce relaxation behaviors and promote your company program or product
with the new stress control ruler. Its
six-inch size measures centimeters as
well as stress. Four proven relaxation
techniques are on back. Available with
bestselling stress test handbook which
offers an in-depth look into stress, its
causes, and how to manage it effectively.
Custom imprinting available. Quick 2-3
week delivery.
HSPC
32545 Golden Lantern, Suite 430
Dana Point, Calif. 92629
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SAY YES! is a substance abuse prevention program cast in a health promotion
framework. Developed under a NIDA
grant, SAY YES! is designed for the
mainstream of the American workforce.
The core program is amulti-segmented
video of broadcast quality and a colorful, illustrated employee booklet. A
trainer guide is included. For more
information, call or write:
Carle Media
110 West Main
Urbana, III.61801-2700
1-800-421-6999
(217)384-4838
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NEW FREE CATALOG OF
SELF-ESTEEM MATERIALS
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Finally, there is a way to economically
help all your employees quit or control
their smoking.
The SMOKELESS SystemTM consists of
both effective group classes and/or selfhelp kits with toll free counseling that
reach all smokers at all sites. The system
has been used successfully at over 1,500
corporations.
For more information contact:
Amer.Inst. for Preventive Medicine
30445 Northwestern Hwy., Ste. 350
Farmington Hills, Mich. 48334
OR CALL 1-800-345-2476

FREE! HUMAN RESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT PRESS
CATALOG

The Barksdale Foundation, a 34-yearold non-profit publisher and pioneer of
effective programs for building sound
self-esteem and eliminating destructive
stress, is distributing a free, full-color
catalog of its books, cassettes, videos
and instructional kits. For a copy, write
or call
The Barksdale Foundation
P.O. Box 187
Idyllwild, Calif. 92549-0187
(714)659-4676
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HRD Press features top-of-the-line
books, workshops and training software. Over 20 new titles include: The
Managing Your Stress Workshop, The
Goals-Oriented Performance Appraisal
Workshop, The Workplace Literacy
Primer, The Corporate Wellness Sourcebook and Is Coffee Break the Best Part
of Your Day? All workshops include a
reproducible participant's coursebook.
HRD Press
22 Amherst Road
Amherst, Mass.01002
1-800-822-2801
(413)253-3488
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A SOLUTION FOR THE
ELDERCARE ISSUE
Kelly Assisted Living provides in-home

NAEVE HEALTHCARE
ASSOCIATION AND
FOUNTAIN CENTERS

care and companionship to help relieve
the stress of caring for an elderly parent,
or to help care for individuals whose
independence has been limited in some
way—by a long-term disability, recent
surgery or serious illness. We offer a
unique package of information to help
individuals dealing with the eldercare
issue.
Kelly Assisted Living
Dept. EAPL
P.O. Box 331180
Detroit, Mich. 48232-7180
1-800-541-9818

Naeve Healthcare Association and
Fountain Centers proudly introduce
Comprehensive EAP Services. Contact:
Naeve Healthcare Association
Steve Underdahl
404 Fountain St.
Albert L.ea, Minn. 86007
(800) 533-1616
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Naeve Health

Care Association
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EAP RESOURCE KIT:IDEAS
AND MATERIALS GALORE'

~,~,
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ROSTER

Stay upbeat and on-the-mark with
proven materials on alcohol and other
~~
~
drugs, stress, CoA and family issues,
„~,..~
_
responsible party hosting ideas, tips for
'~
n~ ~~`~
counseling and intervention. Payroll
0
4,
stuffers, posters and self-tests.
~;?:,~ ~ ';'~
Entire kit: $29.95.
~ :;' '
,1 Call 1-800-322-1468 or write for a FREE
CATALOG,and ask for the new Mindaltering Drugs series—like a drug
encyclopedia in your pocket! Perfect for
counseling and referrals.
Wisconsin Clearinghouse
Dept. 18
P.O. Box 1148
Circle 49 on card.
Madison, Wis. 53701
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HUMOR

PERSPECTIVE

continuedfrom page 18

continued from page 14

scene—didn't stop. The crowd had to jump out of the way. They
plowed right through them, banged into the side ofthe barn and he
and his men jumped out and beat the fire out. It had been caused
by the explosion.ofa gas truck. An official ofthe gas company was
present and handed the old drunken chief a check for $1,000. The
interviewer from the local television station said "It was the most
heroic act we've seen here. Now, tell me, what are you going to do
with that $1,000?" The old chief, covered with soot, eyelids,
eyebrows and hair singed by the fire, swayed on his feet and said,
"The first thing I'm going to do is get the brakes fixed on that
truck."The twist at the end—and some endings are classic.
Take Henny Youngeman's magnificent one-liner, "Take my
wife—please." IYs a standard for one-liners. Now the essence of
humor is the twist at the end of the story. The only thing that
should prevent any story being told is sensitivity to the listener. If
any story is downright insulting, or obscene, it simply shouldn't be
told. But I believe that we are all, thanks be to God, eager for a
laugh, especially those of us who did not laugh for so many years.
My strong hope is that as I lie on my deathbed, preparing to leave
this vale of tears,I hope that I will depart with a smile on my lips,
and I fervently pray that you live with a smile on your lips and
leave this world the same way. Always remember, where there's a
will, there's a relative.

work-life will necessitate a more centralized department whose
mission will be to insure that both the corporation and the employee
population are communicating and assessing the trade-offs necessary to balance workplace demands with the necessary components
of home and family life.
Does this swallow the employee assistance program whole in the
belly of human resources, long the fear of many EA advocates? I
think not if the EA program takes an active role in defining such a
model and carefully develops the program to such an extent that the
EA program is preserved in the midst of a broader framework. If we
learned anything from the managed care battle, it is that proactive
vision and leadership will go a long way in insuring the integrity of
the EAP. Failing to scan the corporate and community environments of the next several years and to read the growing signs within
the human resource field will result in another protracted battle of
defending the EA program against outside forces, a battle that can
only weaken the field as a whole. Rather, let the EA field assume
the leadership around family issues and develop a new model which
incorporates and integrates the corporate initiatives, of which the
EA program is one, into a new structure which better serves the
employee and family, as well as supports the corporation's effort to
become more responsive and productive without sacrificing one for
the other.

Marrrn rs n priest and the founder of Fnther Martin's Ashley.

Googrns is nn associate yrofessor in the Boston University Schoo!ofSocial Work.
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RANDOM DRUG TESTING PC
SOFTWARE
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Deter Drugs in
the Workforce.

ROSTER is a comprehensive, menudriven anti-drug scheduling and reporting software system used by companies
and consortia. Three versions meet all
needs. The EAP version automates
60-month post-rehab follow-up testing.
Drug users consume fewer medical
benefits and have fewer accidents after
rehab. Help your clients contain costs
and comply with their drug testing
policies by contacting ...
The AnTox Company
56 Pine Ridge Road
Arlington, Mass. 02174
(617) 646-2171
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counselor. The services include screening, routine monitoring of the health
risks of each employee (and sometimes
the employee's spouse), guided self-help
interventions to address each person's
health risk and consultation to the group
about issues like regular exercise and
getting healthy foods for lunch.
What makes the innovative and comprehensive programs so effective and
cost-effective? It screens employees for
health risks using trained professionals,

rather than relying on self-administered
questionnaires. It offers a menu of
options, rather than health education
classes alone. It reaches out to employees,
rather than dealing only with those who
are already motivated to change. It organizes the worksite to support health
promotion.
Because of its evaluation component,
the innovative program is able to make
constant improvements. The program can
be done mostly on employees' own time,
reducing concerns about lost productivity.

Our Trea~nent fior
Substance Abuse and Mental Riess
Comes in Many Attractive Packages.
The Center for Behavioral Medicine of the Neponset Valley
Health System is the preferred provider of substance abuse and
mental health services for many major managed health care systems.
Our treatment offers a varied and multi-level approach that has
been proven to be clinically and economically effective.
Because no two people are alike, we offer flexible choices for the
treatment of alcoholism, substance abuse, mental illness and dual
diagnosis. Our treatment options include: inpatient, out-patient,
adolescent, adult, geriatric, male and female, as well as day or
evening programs.
Our staff not only has a thorough professional understanding of
alcohol, drug abuse and psychiatric problems, but is certified and
available 2~4-hours a day.
If your current behavioral medicine treatment program just isn't
as effective as you'd like it to be, call us today. At the Neponset
Valley Health System, the choice is yours.

1-800-331-2900 for The NORCAP Center
1-800-553-7802 for The Psychiatric Center
508-668-0165 for The Geropsychiatty Program
H~ The Center for Behavioral Medicine
of the Neponset Valley Health System
111 Dedham Street, Norfolk, MA 02056
I'd like to learn more about The Center for Behavioral Medicine of the Neponset
Valley Health System. Please send me more information.
Name

Title
Organization

Telephone

A(i(ii'P.SS

City
?S

State
Circle 24 nn yard

Zip

The program is powered by persistent,
loving inducement, but without coercion.
While the program is entirely voluntary, it
is continually offered to each employee
and participation is always encouraged.

Employees who choose not to participate
in the first year often decide to accept
services in subsequent years. Because the
innovative program is on-going rather
than short-term, it identifies new health
risks as they are developed, helping
employees to become risk free.
In conclusion, from the information in
this article it is clear that we must be more
innovative with our wellness programs.
The traditional programs that have
predominated in the past are not effective
nor cost-effective. These programs need
to be replaced by a new generation of
programs that are both comprehensive
and integrated.
Erfur[, Foote and Heirich are associate resenrch scientists rn
the Worker Henith Progrnm, Institute of Labar &Industrial
Relations, The University of Michigan. Powell is the Presiden!of the Americnn /nslilute for Preventive Medicine.
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By Steve Fedorko, PhD, and Mark McKinney, PhD
uick, name a disorder that will
afflict over half of adults
between the ages of 21 and 80. A
disorder which is often accompanied by sleep disturbance, psychophysiological symptoms like ulcers, headaches,
chest pains, lethargy, anxiety and sometimes even irreparable changes in health.
A disorder which is often as damaging
financially as it is physically, no matter
how good a person's insurance. A disorder
which can strike rapidly or develop over a
long period of time. A disorder which
often affects every member of a family.
The disorder is divorce, and fully half of
marriages today will end in it. Even
scarier, baby boomers will experience
divorce rates as high as 70 percent for
persons married later that 1970.
DIVORCE RESLJLT5. As an EA specialist, the reader probably has observed
some of the sequalae of divorce in the
workplace, including:
• Employees who cannot function
because of depression;
• Employees who turn to drugs or alcohol
to mask the pain of the divorce;
• Employees who become excessively irritable and demanding, particularly with
members of the opposite gender;
• Employees who withdraw and will not
interact with others;
•Employees who miss a large amount of
work due to health problems, dealing with
the kids, legal problems, etc.;
.Employees who decide to hit on every
person of the opposite sex in the office, to
prove they are still attractive;
• Employees who "cop an attitude" and
become perfectionists, as a way of coping
with feelings of being out of control;
• Employees who become overly religSEP'T'EMBER 1992

ious, overly interested in self-help groups,
etc.; or
• Employees who cannot concentrate or
remember things because they are
depressed and/or distracted.
The good counselor will not be surprised that a recently divorced employee
might experience any or all of these
symptoms. Supportive counseling aimed at
helping the employee focus on successful
areas of life (work accomplishments, relationships with children, community or
church service) can work wonders. In
addition, the EA specialist may refer the
employee to a number of self-help groups
aimed at reestablishing social contacts for
the divorced person.
WAITING. Any mental health professional who does marriage or relationship
counseling will also tell you that, while the
problems following divorce are tough to
deal with, they often do not hold a candle
to the psychological problems encountered during the divorce proceedings.
Divorce is the death of a relationship,
and, like any other death, people who
experience divorce often go through various stages in coping.
When an employee finds out that his or
her spouse wants a divorce, the first result
is often shock. It is like a punch in the
stomach or a blow to the head; things do
not seem real. When employees are in
shock, they may not be able to function at
all. If they come to work, they may walk
around like zombies, or sit and stare out
the window. Physically, the employee may
experience intense problems, even prolonged illness.
Once the shock passes, the anger
begins. While this anger is directed at the
spouse for the most part, it can leak out

into the work situation. It is during this
stage that an employee getting a divorce
may direct anger towards supervisors or
other authority figures.
AFTER THE AFFAIR. One common
feature of many divorces is that one spouse
or another may have been involved with
someone else, If the divorce was precipitated by a spouse's extramarital affair, the
anger may be intensified. This situation
will also enhance the employee's anger
towards members of the opposite sex, and
this may lead to problems in the
workplace. The EA specialist dealing with
a divorcing employee in the anger phase
will find it hard to use cognitive techniques, since much of the thinking is not
rational. At this stage it may be useful just
to provide the employee an outlet for
expression of the anger, along with good
advice about controlling the anger during
work and not making rash decisions too
early.
Once the anger passes, the employee
often enters the denial/bargaining phase.
In this phase, the divorcing person
"becomes aware" of his or her own faults
and promises to get better, unrealistically
hoping that a sudden change of heart will
save the marriage. It is during this time
that an employee starts' going to church,
joins a 12-step program or uses willpower
to control irritating habits. The employee's
mood may brighten noticeably, since it
feels like he or she is doing something and
is again in control.
Unfortunately, this is often too little,
too late. The spouse who initiates the
divorce will often say that these changes
are a good idea, but that the history of the
bad times in the marriage is too much to
continued on page 30
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overcome.
The counselor working with the
employee in denial will be faced with a
person asking for confirmation that what
he or she is doing is the "right thing" and
a "good plan." Often, the employee will
talk about making these improvements for
himself or herself, when actually, these
changes are made to try and win back the
departing spouse. This leads right into the
next phase—bargaining.
I CAN CHANGE,I SWEAR.It is during
the bargaining phase that the EA specialist
is most likely to have an employee and
spouse come for counseling together to
"save the marriage." Often, the spouse
who initiated the divorce has been asked—
or coerced—to participate. The mood of
these sessions can be very predictable. The
leaving spouse is uncomfortable and has
little to say. The spouse who is being left
talks about all the things that are going to
be different and how much he or she wants
to give the relationship another try.

In this phase,the counselor may want to
gently try to bring reality into focus. The
anger has often passed, so the divorcing
employee is not as volatile. In addition, the
spouse who initiated the divorce will be
willing to try to explain why the relationship is not going anywhere and how the
best thing to do is accept the end.
It is not uncommon for the employee
who is being left to flare back into anger
when this gentle confrontation starts. The
best approach is to be accepting of the
anger, but to continue to help focus on Che
reality of the situation. It is at this time that
the counselor can begin helping the
employee who is being left to find positive
things about himself or herself.
When the employee finally accepts that
the marriage has ended, a great amount of
pain and sadness will occur. It is at this
time that the employee may turn to
external sources of pain control. The EA
specialist needs to watch for increased
absenteeism, poor work performance, irritability and other changes in the
employee. All of these could be the result

of the natural grief and depression that
follow divorce; but these could also be a
sign that the employee has turned to drugs
or alcohol to mask the pain.
INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIORS. If the
employee has other compulsive behaviors
of choice, these may appear at this time.
One of the most damaging behaviors that
might occur is an increase in sexual acting
out.
The EA specialist must recognize that
this is a compulsive response to the pain
and not an appropriate increase in socialization. Again, this is the ideal time to
recommend to the employee that he or she
look into social groups.
By being aware of these various stages
and the typical reactions during each, the
EA counselor can keep the employee
focused on himself or herself and the
task of recovering from the devastating
event.
Fedorko and McKinney are behnvioral psychologists.
Fedorko is the project manngerfor Multi-Media Learning in
Lns Colinns, Texas. McKinney rs clinics/ director for Dr.
John Hes[ey and Associates rn Arlington, Texns.

Referrals with many happy returns
If alcohol or other drug addiction is part of
your patient's profile...let Oakview become
part of your treatment team.

~~,
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At Oakview we are committed to immediate
and continuing recovery from addiction
Our treatment plans reflect the
involvement of EAPs, therapists,
and primary physicians in the
continuum of recovery.
,~
Oakview Treatment Center
- an in-patient facility

for adolescents and adults.

j'~

j~l 3100 North Ridge Rd.,
Y Y Ellicott City, MD 21043
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ADVERTISING
Ad copy is due 30 days prior to
issue date.
1992 RATES:

MiCHAa'S HOUSE
A chemical dependency
h•eatment center for men.
■Fully Accredited
■Beautiful Location
■
Life-Skills Program ■Affordable

CONSULTANT DIRECTORY
Column width 2-1/8"
Camera-ready art or negatives
preferred.
Design and typesetting are available
for a nominal charge.

Help.Now — Before
Things Get Worse
The Aftercare Recovery program at Hazelden can
ease the struggle for mcovedng chemically dependent people who may be close to relapse. Getting
help now, before things get worse, will improve
your sobriety and help you avoid mlapse and the
need for further treatment. Call us today for more
information. 612-257~d010, Ext. 4575.

MICHAEL'S HOUSE
430 S. Cahuilla Rd •Palm Springs, CA 92262
(619)320-5486

HAZELDEN~

Rates:
6 months 12 months
1"
$50 per listing $45 per listing
2"
$95 per listing $85 per listing

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES:

La Amistad

Blind box number/$10 per month.
Boxed Display Rates: $70/column inch
Column width 2-1/8"
Camera-ready art or negatives
preferred.
Design and typesetting are available
for a nominal charge.
DISCOUNTS available for multiple
runs!
$11.00/line for boldface and titles.
$6.50/line for each additional line.
Minimum order: 7lines Q 45 characters
& spaces per line

Residential Treatment Center
The right choice when more than
acute psychiatric care is necessary.
• Children
• Adults
• Adolescents
• FuII Psychiatric
• Dual Diagnosis
• JCAHO
• OCHAMPUS

1-800-433-1122
In Florida 1-800-367-4833

Your New York City Affiliate
Martin H. Greenstein, CSW,CEAP
EAP Assessment, Counseling,
Consultation and Follow-Up
19 West 34th Street
Penthouse Floor
New York, New York 10001
212/772-7998 • 212/548-7197

G~~Gracie

Square

Hospital

REFERRAL DIRECTORY

QUALITY CARE and PERSONAL REGARD

Rates:
6 months 12 months
1"
$50 per listing $45 per listing
2"
$95 per listing $85 per listing
Column width 2-1/S"
Camera-ready art or negatives
preferred.
Design and typesetting are available
for a nominal charge.
Send ad copy to:

EmployeeAssistance
P.O. Box 2573
Waco, TX 76702-2573
Debbie Dobecka
District Sales Manager
For assistance call (817) 776-9000
FAX #817-776-9018
EmployeeAssistance reserves the right to
decline, accept, or withdraw
advertisements at its discretion. The
publisher reserves the right to edit copy.

COUNSELING
ASSOCIATES, ING

A 220 bed private psychiatric hospital providing
short term intensive treatment for all psychiatric
disorders without regard to diagnosis or severity
of disorder.

Your comprehensive
clinical service
center in Michigan.

GENERAL PSYCHIATRIC PROGRAM
NEUROGERIATRIC PROGRAM
AMBULATORY ECT PROGRAM
DUAL DIAGNOSIS PROGRAM
EATING DISORDERS PROGRAM
THE BREAKTHROUGH INPATIENT
ALCOHOLISM/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAMS
THE BREAKTHROUGH OUTPATIENT
CLINIC ALCOHOLISM/SUBSTANCE
ABUSE PROGRAMS
JCAHO Accredited. Licensed by the N.Y. State
Office of Mental Health, the N.Y. State Division of
Alcoholism and the N.Y. State Division of
Substance Abuse Services.

26699 W. 12 Mile Road
Suite 100
Southfield, Michigan 48034
313/353-5030
"An Affiliate Provider for National EAP
Firms"

Sidney H. Grossberg, Ph.D.,
Executive Director
Circle 80 on card.
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Gracie Square Hospital
420 East 76th Street
New York, NY 10021
(212)988-4400
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"Health Promotion Systems &Services"
LOGICAL SYSTEM SOLUTIONS, INC. —
Offersthe following computerized systems:

Professional (Malpractice)
Liability Insurance For
• Employee Assistance Programs
• Managed Health Care
. Individuals
• Alcohol &Drug Rehab Centers
• Group Homes and Halfway Houses
• Hospitals
•Counseling Center
• Drinker-Driver Programs
.Outpatient Centers
• Drug &Alcohol Clinics
• Directors and Officers Liability
(Nonprofit) Agencies &Boards

Thomas E. Van Wagner
Insurance

C.T.S.

–Employee Assistance Case
Tracking

WCOMP

–Workers Compensation Tracking

UTILITY

–Utilization Review to aid in
Managed Care

SAFENET

–Safety and Facility Tracking

HEALTHTRACK

–Weight, Nutrition and Health
Monitoring

All systems are menu-driven, feature installation
and training, and can be easily customized and
integrated with your existing system(s). For more
information contact Ben Borenstein, (800)
421.6429.

21 Maple Avenue
P.O. Box 5710
Bayshore, N.Y. 11706
(516)666-1588 • (800) 735-1588
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Cherie Reed, Production Manager
EmployeeAssistance
225 N. New Road •Waco, Texas 76710
(817) 776.9000
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EAPA Honors
Baltimore Orioles
The Baltimore Orioles have
consistently shown how a professional
sports club can contribute off the ballfield
to the community it represents. In
appreciation, in May, Employee
Assistance Professionals Association
34

(EAPA), an Arlington, Va.-based
membership organization of more than
7,000 EAPs, honored Baltimore Orioles
Inc., along with Orioles player Glenn
Davis, the Oakland Athletics' Bob Welch
and the Montreal Expos' Dennis
Martinez.
The Orioles organization received
EAPA's Labor Management Award for
fostering a mutually beneficial
relationship with its players and other
employees.
The Work and Family Award was
presented to Glenn Davis for his
commitment of time and money to an
orphans' home that he established in
Columbus, Ga.
Bob Welch and Dennis Martinez,
representing the American League and
National League, received EAPA's
Inspirational Leadership Award for their
continuing recoveries from substance
abuse and for being an inspiration to
others in recovery.
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Advertiser
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future career advancement.
Since 1990, college students' desire to
work for large companies continued to
decrease. Only 17 percent of those
surveyed in 1992 wanted to work for
companies with more than 1,500
employees as compared to 21 percent in
1990.
The survey revealed that 32 percent
prefered to work for companies
employing 1,100 employees, compared
with 23 percent in 1990.

REPRINTS

If you would like reprints
of any article in EmployeeAssistance
magazine, please contact:

NATIONAL EAP/MANAGED MENTAL
HEALTH CARE FIRM seeks to acquire
local regional and/or national firms providing similar services. Excellent opportunity for principals. Reply in confidence
to Box #200-EA, 225 N. New Road,
Waco, Texas 76710.
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121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140
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161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180
Have a salesman call me in reference to these circled numbers:
Please peel address label from cover and affix below. For faster service
photocopy this side only and send to our FAX #(817)776-9018
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1. TITLE
E. I~ Executive Management
I. ❑Industrial Relations Executive

A. ❑Primary referral responsibility/
decision making responsibility

C. ❑Safety Management
F. ❑Independent EAP Consulting

B. ❑Secondary referral responsibility/
decision making responsibility
Please check below the cateyory
chat besi describes your primary
A. fJ Employee Assistance Program
Administration

1. ❑Mining, Oil &Gas Extraction,
Construction, Contractor

G.LI Corporate Fitness Specialist

2. ~I Manufacturing

R. ❑Human Resource Management
U. Ll Union EAP Rep.

3. L1 Trans., Public, Utilities, Electric,
Gas, Sanitary Serv.

X. ❑Other

4. ❑Wholesale Trade

~i. Nwnber Employed at the
Locations)Served
A. Cli-49

S. ❑Employee Assistance Specialist

5. Type of Business
(check •:.

5. ❑Retail Trade
6. ❑Insurance

B. ❑ 50-99

7.O Family Practice
8. ❑Psychologist Office

P. O Personnel

C. ❑ 100-499
D.01500-999

e. ❑Benefits Management

E. ❑ 1000-2999

M.C7 Mental Health &Chemical
Dependency Counselor

H. ❑Health Care Provider

F. 013000-4999

D. ❑Occupational Physician

G.L75000 or more
H.❑Unknown

N. ❑Occupational Nurse
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CONTACT US FOR ADDITIONAL
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LEARNING SYSTEMS, INC.
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OO P.O. BOX 2233 • PRINCETON, NJ 08543-2233 • (609) 466-9000 •FAX (609)466-2333
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